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EFI and Duplo Extend Integration between Fiery 
Impose and the Duplo DC-618 to Automate all the Way 

to Post-press 

 
FREMONT, Calif., February 2, 2021 – Electronics For Imaging, Inc., has 
extended its relationship with Duplo Corporation to deliver a new “one-step” 
integration between EFI™ Fiery® Impose software and the Duplo DC-618 
Slitter/Cutter/Creaser to automate job preparation and finisher setup. Setting 
up both the layout imposition and finishing settings in Fiery Impose with direct 
communication to the Duplo DC-618 finisher saves significant time and 
reduces the potential for error and rework. 
 
“Duplo USA is excited by this next evolution of its partnership with EFI, 
through the advanced integration of Duplo finishers and Fiery Impose,” said 
Rick Salinas, vice president of marketing, Duplo USA. “This integration allows 
users to truly create an end-to-end productivity solution. We believe Fiery 
Impose gives operators the ability to simplify even the most complex finishing 
projects.” 
 
Streamlined finishing 
Fiery Impose’s ability to customize finishing layouts delivers 80% time saving 
for a custom job’s prepress to post-press setup. This is important in busy print 
shops that, more than ever before, are processing an increased number of 
smaller jobs.  
 
With this advanced finishing integration, there is no longer a need to set up a 
finishing layout on the Duplo controller and import it into Fiery Impose. Fiery 
Impose now has built-in knowledge of the Duplo DC-618 configuration options 
and constraints. Customers can quickly and confidently create a custom 
imposition layout through a setup wizard that provides a step-by-step process 
with interactive, visual feedback showing the addition of cut, crease and 
perforation settings – all within the displayed constraints of the finisher. The 
operator will finish the printed job simply by feeding the sheets into the DC-
618 without any additional programming setup on the Duplo controller. This 
workflow accelerates production turnaround time while eliminating operator 
touchpoints and errors from incompatible layouts. 
 
“Errors in the bindery are arguably the costliest errors in the print production 
process,” said John Henze, vice president, sales and marketing, EFI Fiery. 
“That’s why we have placed so much focus on ensuring seamless integration 
between Fiery Impose and finishing solutions. We are pleased to extend our 
long-term relationship with Duplo with this new integration.” 
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Customers can take automation one step further for repetitive jobs by using 
Fiery Impose templates with Hot Folders or Fiery JobFlow™ software for a 
one-click full automation workflow. 
 
EFI is highlighting the new integration at the Jan. 25-Feb. 5 EFI Engage 
virtual users conference, in a session titled “Sneak preview of Fiery Impose’ 
integration with Duplo DC-618” that can be viewed on-demand.  
 
For more information on advanced digital cut-sheet production printing using 
EFI Fiery solutions, visit www.efi.com. 
 

About EFI  
EFI™ is a global technology company, based in Silicon Valley, and is leading 
the worldwide transformation from analog to digital imaging. We are 
passionate about fueling customer success with products that increase 
competitiveness and boost productivity. To do that, we develop breakthrough 
technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, textiles, ceramic 
tiles, building materials and personalized documents, with a wide range of 
printers, inks, digital front ends, and a comprehensive business and 
production workflow suite that transforms and streamlines the entire 
production process. (www.efi.com)  
 
Follow EFI online: 

Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/EFIPrint 
Follow us on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/efiprint 
Find us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/EFIPrint 
View us on YouTube: www.youtube.com/EFIDigitalPrintTech 
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NOTE TO EDITORS: The EFI logo and Fiery are registered trademarks of Electronics For Imaging, Inc. in the U.S. 
and/or certain other countries. EFI is a trademark of Electronics For Imaging, Inc. in the U.S. and/or certain other 
countries. Duplo is a registered trademark of Duplo Corp. in the U.S. and/or certain other countries. All other terms 
and product names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners, and are hereby 
acknowledged. 
 
Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statements provided with EFI 
products and services. 
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